To all our wonderful patrons,
Starting Sept. 13, 2021, proof of vaccination will be required in B.C. for
people attending certain social, recreational settings and events. The Ravens
Cry Theatre falls under these categories and will be required by the Province
to ensure that patrons of our business have the appropriate vaccination
documentation that will allow them to attend screenings. This means that all
those 12 and above in age will be required to provide proof of vaccination.
The pandemic has impacted our business immensely as we were shut down
for 15 months unable to provide the entertainment that we were previously
able to. We understand that there is a debate going on in the world about
whether passports are the right thing to do or not.
As a business with legal and regulatory commitments, we are not at liberty
to choose what laws we can or cannot follow. To continue being allowed to
operate, we will need to ensure that customers have the appropriate
documentation to enjoy the theatre. We respect everyone’s right to choose
what they want to do in this situation, but as mentioned previously we must
adhere to the law to be allowed to operate.
If you disagree with our implementation of the mandate, we recommend
that your views and frustrations be appropriately directed to ourselves, as
the owners, and with your Provincial MLA and not to our staff. Our staff are
not responsible for Provincial health mandates or orders and do not influence
decision-making.
We ask that you consider our staff are youth experiencing their first jobs and
adults that share a passion for movies and not direct your frustrations at
them.
We thank you all for your time and consideration, we wish everyone good
health and fortune as we navigate this new path together. Much love to all.
If you would like to reach out to Jessie and Chris we can be reached at
ravenscrytheatre@telus.net or you can call us at 604-885-4597.
Jessie and Chris

